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Text Complexity Analysis of “Thank You, Ma’m”
by Langston Hughes
Text Type: Short Story/Fiction

Grade 5.  Text can be read either together or independently.  Minimal pre-reading preparation needed for text accessibility.  Many potential connections to other texts.  Strong relation to study of American history.  Frequent contrast of expected action versus actual action elevates challenge of analysis.  
Recommended Complexity Band Level
An elderly woman thwarts an attempted purse snatching and teaches the potential thief, a teenage boy, a valuable lesson.  Text is about 1500 words.  

Insert link to text
Text Description



Quantitative Measure
Quantitative Measure of the Text:
Lexile 810
Range:
740-1010

Associated Band Level:
Grades 4-5






Text Structure: 
Narrative progresses in chronological order.  Story is told mostly in dialog with third person perspective providing some context.  Dialog is tagged with “whispered the boy” or “asked the woman.”

Language Features: 
Dialog contains informal and some minor irregular language.  “I got a great mind to wash your face for you.  Ain’t you got nobody home to tell you to wash your face?”  Most sentences are short with many simple and some compound.  “Sweat popped out on the boy’s face and he began to struggles.”  Minimal vocabulary challenges as most language is common and familiar.  Half-nelson is a context specific term.  Blue-jeaned sitter, kitchenette, willow-wild may present some challenge.


Meaning/Purpose: 
Many points in the story present contradictions to the expected.  The woman tells the boy that if he wanted money for new shoes, he should have asked.  Mrs. Jones reveals that she has made mistakes.  An emerging theme of forgiveness and redemption is implied, though fairly explicit.  


Knowledge Demands:  
Understanding cultural expectations such as urban lifestyles is helpful though not critical.  The setting appears to be in the 1950’s or 1960’s although this is implied by the simplistic lifestyle more than any direct characterization.  They boy want blue suede shoes, not an ipod or cell phone!


Socio-Cultural Considerations:
Relationship of generations, hierarchy of socio-economic status, and social justice may present challenges for students unfamiliar with urban culture, either modern or mid-twentieth century America.  
Qualitative Measures
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Below are factors to consider with respect to the reader and task:

Potential Challenges this Text Poses:
Culturally: disrespect of an elderly person 
Urban culture and time period may be challenging for rural students who have not studied American history
Text is dialog dense and may need scaffolding


Differentiation/Supports for Students:

General supports:
Chunking text to help students recognize contrasting elements
Prior experience with understanding conversational and formal language


Struggling Readers:
Teacher reads Mrs. Jones’s dialog aloud
Pause frequently for student to mark text with observations and predictions




English Language Learners:
Prior knowledge of socio-cultural elements 
Review academic language:  contrast, contradict, predict, notice





Advanced Readers:
Students can annotate text while reading silently
Possible Major Instructional Areas of Focus (CCS Standards) for this Text:

R.2.5: Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text, including how characters in a story or drama respond to challenges or how the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic; summarize the text.

R.6.5 Describe how a narrator’s or speaker’s point of view influences how events are described.

R.3.5:  compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g. how characters interact).








Possible English Language Development Standards:
Considerations for Reader and Task


